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The billion-pound question forthe new Cameron led coalition is when to dispose of the stakes in Llovds and RBS.

With the UK deficit running at a record t170 billion and the government-held stakes in banks worth some t50 billion, it must be

tempting for the new administration to cash in and help get the ratings agencies off the UK's back.

Both Lloyds and RBS - where the state owns 41 % and 84ok respectively - have benefitted substantially from the billions

injected through quantitative easing after teetering on the brink of collapse during the credit crunch. The shares in Lloyds were

bought by the Labour government for between the 63.2p lo72.2p mark, while RBS needs to be trading above the 50p for

the state to be in profit.

At 1 .15pm on the first day of the new administration shares in RBS at 49p, having hit as high as 5Bp last week, while Lloyds

was trading at 60p.

On the surface there appear to be number of arguments to start shaving the stakes this year (and it's a big if) markets remain

kind to the government. Last week RBS posted its first profit since the credit crisis, leading its chief executive Stephen Hester

to describe RBS as more of an opportunity rather than a problem for the government.

Meanwhile Lloyds, which has also returned to profit, delivered an upbeat trading update at the end of April. At the time, it chief
executive Eric Daniels said: 'lmpairments have slowed significantly in the first few months of the year giving us confidence that
we will achieve a better financial performance than previously guided. I am pleased to report that we returned to profitability in

the first quarter and expect this momentum to be sustained throughout 2010.'

Back in March the former chancellor, Alistair Darling, said the Labour government was considering tapping into the profits

from its banking bailout this year if momentum continued.

But this was before the Greek debt crisis struck and contagion fears swept across Europe. RBS has admitted to some nominal

exposure to the PIGS, while Lloyds does not expect to incur any material losses.

While it looks like the duo may have dodged this bullet, it is a very awkward time to put the shares back on the market as there

is no guarantee there will be demand for the shares.

There is also concern that the coalition could shoot itself in the foot by clampinq down on banks and hurting their ability to
generate profits

But Charteris's A-rated lan Williams, manager of the Charteris Premium lncome fund, believes the government will look to

offload its stake as soon as it can: 'The new government will be praying for a rally in shares as they want to get shot of them

[Lloyds and RBS] and get their money back. Whether there will be demand for the shares depends on the price relative to

other banks in the sector.'

However, Howard Wheeldon, a senior strategist at BGC Padners, does not expect the new government sell its holdings in the

banks this year.

'lt would be a silly move to sell the stake this year. We are already into May and the deficit is the priority, Wheeldon said.

'lt is much more important for Cameron to cuts costs and slash the deficit. Lloyds and RBS are not costing the taxpayer
anything and the best thing to do would be leave the situation as it is - there is only so much the market can take, there's still a

lot of uncertainty around and we need much strong signals in the economy before we even consider selling the stakes.'
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